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IMPROVE 
YOUR 
MACHINE



YESTERDAY, 
TODAY & 
TOMORROW: 
BEST IN  
CLASS

QUICK COUPLER SYSTEMS  
FOR MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE



GREAT IDEAS 
PRODUCE 
GREAT RESULTS 
OilQuick has been shaping the quick coupler market for over a quarter of a 

century – generating ideas, solving problems, being inventive, optimising 

processes and providing services. We combine pioneering spirit with experi-

ence and future with tradition. While consciously remaining a family-run SME. 

What makes OilQuick special? Our customers say it is our can-do attitude 

and tangible enthusiasm for our products. In everything we do, we aim  

to exceed existing standards. Making your day-to-day construction site  

operation more efficient, convenient and safe.

THE SCHAUER FAMILY
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CHANGE 
YOUR GEAR  
BE FASTER 

UNDENIABLY 
EFFICIENT

A fully hydraulic OilQuick quick coupler not only reduces change-over 

times, but also increases your excavator’s range of applications.  

According to the figures: our customers can increase their machine 

utilisation to up to 90 percent and improve their fleet productivity by an 

average of 30 percent.

• SHORTER CHANGE-OVER TIMES  
• IMPROVED MACHINE UTILISATION  
• INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY 

+ 30% 90% 
FLEET 
PRODUCTIVITY

MACHINE 
UTILISATION



Almost 30 years ago, OilQuick launched the first fully  

hydraulic quick coupler, thereby revolutionising the  

construction industry. We are still visionaries. Because 

OilQuick is not only in touch with the latest trends,  

but also continually aims to set new standards. 

Every day, our engineers work on innovations that  

allow attachments to be changed more quickly  

and safely. With the aim of developing products that  

improve your work. 

HOURS SAVED  
EVERY YEAR

550
Instant change-overs, instead of 15 minutes 

of screwing and unscrewing, all adds up: 

with just ten tool changes per working  

day, a quick coupler saves 10 x 15 minutes  

x 220 operating days per year, i.e. around  

550 machine hours. Wow!

FOR HEAVY  
EQUIPMENT

OQ120
The largest fully automated quick 

coupler in our OilQuick range has been 

developed for excavators with an  

operating weight of up to 120 tons and 

1,250 kNm breakaway torque.

SPECIAL SOLUTIONS
As well as our tried and tested quick  

couplers for standard applications, we also 

create special designs for special tools, 

together with manufacturers and dealers.

OPERATING 
HOURS

40K
The first quick coupler sold in Germany is 

still in use today – having completed well 

over 40,000 working hours and now on  

excavator number five. 

FROM  
PIONEER
TO MARKET 
LEADER



PROFILE
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THE ORIGINAL 
SYSTEM FOR 
CHALLENGING 
APPLICATIONS
Innovation is embedded in the OilQuick DNA. But for 

us, being a pioneer means much more than just an 

impressive number of patents. “Different” is not enough; 

it must be “better”. 

Better performance, better sustainability and better safety: 

we will only bring an idea to market if it can demonstrate 

genuine added value for you. This approach is the basis for 

our long-term success. 

1993

2002

2019

2014 2020

2012
World debut: market launch of  

the first fully hydraulic OilQuick  

quick coupler for excavators 

Launch of the special 

quick coupler for suspended  

handling attachments

BG Bau EuroTest Prize for our  

occupational safety innovations,  

MRL visual display and drop guard

Milestone: the 10,000th OilQuick  

quick coupler is delivered.

Presentation of the  

screwable coupling device

Presented with the World  

Demolition Award for  

our boom quick coupler

MADE IN GERMANY.  
AT HOME ALL OVER THE WORLD.
With an international network of authorised dealers and  

service partners, we provide our customers with expert advice  

and service – currently in 20 countries.
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Canal construction, earth movement or roadworks: due to 

its mostly time-critical contracts, civil engineering requires 

efficient building site organisation, as well as powerful  

equipment. Fully automated device exchanges are therefore 

a major prerequisite for financial calculations and will improve 

your competitiveness when tendering.

»On civil engineering sites, we have 
up to 100 tool changes per day. 
Without OilQuick, we would be  

unable to complete these ›in time‹.«

UNCOMPROMISINGLY  
RATIONAL



WE  
COMBINE
EXPERIENCE
WITH  
TECHNICAL 
EXCELLENCE

INNOVATIVE

We are passionate about developing innovative solutions 

for construction site issues. The fully automated quick  

coupler therefore plays a central role when initiating entire-

ly new tools and work processes. So we are not interested 

in unit numbers, but in the best individual solution.

HIGH-QUALITY

Sophisticated designs, first-rate materials and precise 

manufacturing: these three requirements determine every 

single step of the development process for our quick 

couplers, from product development, through material 

testing to delivery. 

PRACTICAL

We are practical engineers who are just as comfortable 

in the machine shop and on a construction site as in the 

office. All our products are developed in close collaboration 

with machine operators, fleet managers and specialist 

dealers. We are also proud of our groundbreaking  

development partnerships, such as the long-front coupler.  

We are a dedicated team of engineers, technicians, quality 

managers, logisticians and service staff – and each and 

every quick coupler incorporates our decades’ of expertise. 

As well as our people, we also rely on state-of-the-art ma-

chinery and German engineering to transform this expertise 

into first-class products.  

We use CNC, laser technology, 3D printing and Kuka robotics 

to accurately cut, mill, weld and assemble premium steels. 

Your quick coupler only receives the red “OilQuick” label 

once it has been carefully packaged and dispatched, follow-

ing a successful trial. 
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ONE SYSTEM  
FITS ALL  
MAKE MORE OF 
YOUR VEHICLE! 
Originally designed for typical earthworks, the quick cou-

pler can now do much more. We have not only expanded 

the range of attachments ad infinitum, but also equip other 

base machines with quick couplers. So in recent years,  

the quick coupler has proved successful in a number of 

other application areas, over and above civil engineering  

and landscaping. And we still have a lot of new ideas!

Be it excavators, wheel loaders or fork-lift trucks – our 

quick couplers will turn your vehicle into a flexible  

high-performance machine. The OilQuick system is always 

the same: a tailored quick coupler for your vehicle and  

perfectly coordinated adapter for your attachments. Re-

gardless of manufacturer and model, for various types and 

sizes, for new and used vehicles. A genuine all-rounder.

Backhoe bucket or hydraulic hammer, pallet handler or  

lopper: different applications require different equipment.  

What all sectors have in common is increasingly fierce com-

petition and with it the pressure to work more productively. 

OilQuick quick couplers are your key to increased efficiency 

– without having to compromise on occupational safety. 

ROCK YOUR WORKING DAY!  
THE BENEFIT OF SPEED 

DEMOLITION

RAIL

OTHER  
SECTORS

CIVIL  
ENGINEERING

LANDSCAPING

HANDLING

OilQuick quick couplers have earned a legendary  

reputation in dismantling: our special designs for  

long-front excavators combine range with speed. Even  

for the toughest jobs.

Laying sleepers or positioning tracks, gravel-work or 

mulching: our quick coupler for rail-road excavators is en-

tirely in its element when used on and next to the track. 

Even away from the construction site, our quick coupler 

has more and more fans – for example in warehouse  

logistics, winter services, agriculture and forestry, etc …

Digging, loosening, breaking or backfilling; loose soil  

or hard bedrock: our quick coupler is at home wherever 

large amounts of earth or stone need to be moved.  

Be it nimble mini-excavators or compact wheel loaders 

– when combined with our quick couplers, they make 

earthworks and the upkeep of parks child’s play. Even 

in tight spaces.  

Lightning-fast exchanges of load hooks, clamshell buck-

ets, magnetic plates and scrap shears: our quick coupler 

for suspended attachments makes everyday tasks  

in scrap yards and recycling centres easier and safer. 
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»During demolition, we must be able to 
rely 100 % on our machines. The robust 

OilQuick quick couplers defy even  
the toughest construction site conditions 

– we can no longer do without them!« 

Every demolition is a new challenge that can only be overcome 

with perfect preparation, a great deal of intuition and the  

accurate use of equipment. In collaboration with Kiesel and  

Hitachi, we have developed a quick coupler for booms that  

combines reach and height: within minutes, you can switch from 

an earthwork boom for demolition work at ground level to  

a long-front boom for working on upper floors. The highlight of 

many machine fleets!

EXTREMELY
PRODUCTIVE
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Every year, over 100,000 work-related accidents occur  

on construction sites, the causes of which include falling  

tools and suspended loads. Our aim is to help avoid  

dangerous situations.

So when developing our quick couplers, we not only consid-

er efficiency, but also assume responsibility for your safety 

– with sophisticated user functions, advanced occupational 

safety concepts and digital features. 

EFFICIENCY MEETS 
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY 
YOUR SAFETY REDEFINED

CORRECT LOCKING  
GUARANTEED
VISUAL MRL DISPLAY

THE EXTRA BENEFIT  
FOR YOUR SAFETY
DROP GUARD

YOUR DIGITAL ASSISTANT
THE OILQUICK APP

“Simple and robust, please!” That was the locking control  

requirement of the machine operators we surveyed. Our 

visual MRL display allows you to quickly and clearly see 

whether the quick coupler is locked correctly: if it is green, 

then it is OK! Without the use of sensors and electronics. 

Even if the quick coupler lock has not been closed  

properly, despite the visual display, warning signal and 

cross check, the safety catch will prevent attachments 

from falling and injuring you or your colleagues. 

The OilQuick app helps you to perform routine tasks relating 

to the quick coupler more quickly and easily – directly on 

the construction site using your smartphone or tablet.  

Popular features include a digital maintenance plan, spare 

part ordering and our video tutorials.

When we guarantee your safety, for us this also means the 

smooth operation and long service life of our quick couplers. 

Which is why we introduced the Clean System Seal in 2019: 

dealers and rental fleets can voluntarily undertake to not 

combine OilQuick quick couplers with products from other 

manufacturers and to only use genuine spare parts. 

The background: experience has shown that combining  

different quick coupler systems leads to incalculable risks, 

for example increased wear and tear, electronic mal- 

functions or a contaminated oil circuit may occur during 

mixed operation. This is why we use homogenous systems, 

together with our dealers. 

Danger of contamination  

during mixed operation
A clean,  

homogenous system

CLEAN SYSTEM: 
THE PARTNER 
PROGRAMME
FOR CERTIFIED 
SAFETY 
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TRUST IN AWARD-WINNING OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY!

Our innovations also impress the technical experts: Berufsgenossen-

schaft der Bauwirtschaft (BG Bau, statutory accident insurance 

for construction and construction-related services in Germany)  

awarded OilQuick the EuroTest Prize 2019 for its “outstanding technical 

occupational safety and product safety” achievements. 

• VISUAL DISPLAY  
• DROP GUARD  
• CLEAN SYSTEM 

YOUR EXTRA
SAFETY BENEFIT

UNIFY YOUR 
EQUIPMENT 
BE SAFE



From A for ALLU Group to Z for Zeppelin Baumaschinen: over 100 firms 

and rental fleets in the construction machinery sector already bear 

the Clean System Seal. Do you want to locate a Clean System dealer 

in your area? Or are you interested in a Clean System partnership? 

Please get in touch!

THE CLEAN SYSTEM 
NETWORK IS EXPANDING
OVER 100 EFFICIENT  
PARTNERS

“We’re continuously working on innovative solutions for maximum 
driver safety and improved construction site efficiency. By  

participating in the Clean System initiative, we’re consolidating our 
position as a professional, reliable partner for our customers.”

“The Clean System Seal is visible evidence of the  
high operational safety of our construction machinery,  

both in sales and in our rental fleet.”

“Customer focus is a central element of our corporate  
philosophy. The Clean System partnership highlights our  

above average quality and service standards.”

“Being in good hands – is part of our mission statement.  
After all, our customers work in a demanding  

and often dangerous environment. The Clean System 
Seal makes an important contribution to  

occupational safety and therefore builds trust.”

ZEPPELIN  
BAUMASCHINEN GMBH

SCHÜNKE BAUZENTRUM  
BAUMASCHINEN GMBH

ALLU GROUP

KIESEL GMBH
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PARTNER PROGRAMME



www.oilquick.de 
info@oilquick.de

+49 8202 9618-0
Are you interested in the technical details or looking for a specialist OilQuick dealer?  

Do you need a quote or want to attend a training course at the OQ Academy?  

Then please get in touch. Our team will be happy to help! Or visit us at one of the forthcoming  

trade fairs and experience our quick couplers live – all event dates are available on our website.

OILQUICK
BECAUSE YOU DESERVE
THE ORIGINAL!

ANY  
QUESTIONS OR 
FEEDBACK?
WE’RE HERE  
FOR YOU.

OILQUICK  
DEUTSCHLAND KG

Bürgermeister-Schauer-Straße 1 

82297 Steindorf 

Germany
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